Create an implementation plan to develop a trusting partnership with Aaron

Name ___________________________ Date ___________________________

Instructions

Complete the implementation plan to show how China will use specific partnership-oriented practices to develop a trusting partnership with Aaron.

Goal: To develop a trusting partnership with Aaron

1. Practices for Developing an Initial Friendly Relationship (Beginning Ground)

Identify three practices from Handout 4.1 and Activity 4.10a that you believe are particularly appropriate to use with Aaron in developing an initial friendly relationship, and describe what China will do to implement these practices.

2. Practices for Making Shared Decisions (Middle Ground)

Identify three practices from Handout 4.1 and Activity 4.10a that you believe are particularly appropriate to use with Aaron in making shared decisions, and describe what China will do to implement these practices.

Identify three practices from Handout 4.1 and Activity 4.10a that you believe are particularly appropriate to use with Aaron in addressing challenging issues, and describe what China will do to implement these practices.

Hints